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1. INTRODUCTXON
This report deals with the investigation of gravity waves
in the neutral atmosphere and their propagation in the
ionosphere and the study of infrasonic signals from thunder.
For the ground level monitoring of gravity waves, we have
an array of sensitive pressure sensors located in the viscinity
of Palisades, New York, about 25 kilometers north of N^a York
city. Travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) which in
most cases are manifestations of gravity waves are monitored
by determining the Doppler shift of high frequency radio
waves reflected from the ionosphere. Doppler shifts of the
order of 0.1 Hz are determined and they provide high-resolution
measurements of the movements in the ionosphere. By using
an array of transmitters with different frequencies and at
different locations, we are able to determine the horizontal
and vertical propagation vectors of disturbances propagating
through the ionosphere.
The mutual repulsion of particles in the charged
region in a thunder-cloud gives rise to a pressure deficit
in that region. When the lightning stroke discharges the
region, a pressure pulse of rarefaction will propagate
from the charged region with a speed that of the speed of
sound. This signal will have a frequency of the order of
1 Hz and is infrasonic. In principle, by monitoring the
infrasound signal, we will be able to infer the properties
of the cha,-ged region.
. .x
s ,L	 .
2 . GRAVITY WAVES IN THE ATMOSP111:RE
r
Gravity waves generated by thunderstorms have been
reported by Balachandran (1980). The waves were recorded by
an array of sensitive microbarovariograghs. The waves were
found to travel with the velocity of wand just below the
tropopause. Can their path, the waves apparantly triggered
new thunderstorms. The long-distance propagation of the waves
is explained by the presence of a duct associated with the
critical level, where the wind velocity becomes equal to
the wave velocity. (For details, see the attached paper in
Appendix 1).
Statistical properties and the sources of gravity waves
at our location were anvesili.giLed by Gcsdzelman (1983). In
general, large amplitude waves were found to occur during late
fall and early winter when upper tropospheric w.i nis directly
overhead are fastest and static stability of the lower
troposphere is greatest. Mean wave amplitudes correlate
highly with the pi:,oc,uc".t of -the mean inaximum wind
speed and the mean low level stratification directly aloft.
Tho majority of the waves were generated by shear instability;
however, a number of waves were generated by thunderstorms.
For details, see the attached paper in Appendix 2.
Gravity waves at ionospheric levels were investigated
by means of an ionospheric sounding system in which the
Doppler shift of high-frequency radio waves reflected from
the ionosphere is evaluated. As the reflection level. changes
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tIll e t o til e ),I s,,jj Lj o of a wave, the	 of the radio
%47 ,lve also ch jj jj 9(,s I-osulting in a Dopplor shift of the reflected
radio w' aVoS. Thus the Doppler shift rocord could roprosent
the (j,,-,Ivity wave iletion at ionospheric levels. Tile details
of -til e jr,strjlm (,,ijtation for this ionospheric system are given
by Dil-vies and Bilker. (1,966)
Irra II sill It U N I's with three different nominal, frequencies
likive boon installed at four different locations and all the
roccivors in the observatory at Palisades, Now York. Fig. I
.olows the locations of the transmitters and receivers and
tile jollospiloric reflection points. The array is designed to be
i (loal for st-udying the p l-opagation of gravity waves through
ti le p- 1 *0
 
1 jo l, of the j() l1 c7.sphore. since different frequencies
rorleoct from difforont level ' s in the ionosphere, and utilizing
I	 Ole hori-,olittil, Separation of the transmitters, we . are able to
t.1 L,terill i lle the horizontal and vertical propagation velocities
of ionos .,,,Aleric pertirbations and thus evaluate their complete
propa(jation vel- ,ors . In table 1 is listed the exact frequencies
iced along with the the locations of the transmitters and the,
phase-path rate of change associated with a Doppler shift of
0. 1 11.-.
A typical record showing TiDs detected by our system
is shoN%in in Fig. 2. Ville delays in the arrivals of common
identifiable phases are clearly evident in the figure. Gravity
waves generated by a tropospheric weather system are shown in
Fig. 3. Those high-amplitude gravity waves at ionospheric
Levels were detected on January 12, 1982, during the outbreak
3
of severe cold weather over the East Coast. The waves had a
period of about 10 min and a speed of about 185 meters/sec
arriving from the north-west. The source of the waves was
identified as an intense cold upper low centered over
south-eastern Canada. At the time of the wave generation,
flic,, low was dissipating and the pressure at the ground
level as well as temperatures at all levels were changing
rapidly. We postulate geostrophic adjustment (Blumen, 1972)
as the mechanism for the generation of the waves. This may
be the first identified case of wave generation by this
mechanism.
4
3. INFRASOUND SIGNALS FROM TI3UNDER
Infrasound signals apparontly generated by the collapse
of the electrostatic field in the thundercloud, along with
audible sound and electric field changes have been recorded for
a number of cases and reported by Balachandran (1983). The
observations seem to confirm earlier theoretical predictions;
the infrasound signal is composed of a main rarefaction phase
and are beamed vertically. Infrasound may be used to map the
charged region in a thundercloud. For details, see the enclosed
paper in Appendix 3. In one case in which the lightning channel
was reconstructed with the help of audible thunder signals,
the i nfrasbund was associated with an intracloud discharge.
4
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4 . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
Gravity waves are generated by severe storms and other
tropospheric disturbances. These waves manifest themselves
in the lower troposphere as well as in the ionosphere. The
source mechanisms for these waves are the oscillations of
the top of the thundercloud after it penetrates the tropopause,
o
geostrophic adjustment, wind shear, etc. The aonosplc is
Doppler technique is an ideal method for investigating the
waves at ionospheric levels.
Infrasound generated by the collapse of the charged
region in a thunder cloud may be used for remote sensing of
the charge distribution and dimensions of the charged region
in a thunder cloud. The directionality property of the
infrasound may be utilized to map the charged region. The
infrasound may reach ionospheric levels and with the Doppler
system, may be used as a storm detecting device.
It is recommended that investigations of gravity waves
t
from severe storms be continued so that the relationship
of gravity waves to severe storms is fully understood. The
Doppler technique may also be utilized for storm detection
by utilizing the ionospheric effects of VLF radiation from
lightning.
The infrasound is a powerful tool for remote sensing of
the charged region in the thundercloud and simultaneous
measurements of sound and electric field should be made so
that their interrelationship can be fully established.
t
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Table I
Lot-mion	 F1 o(lut'lloy	 Op/cIt for 0.1	 IN
N vw toll	 2. 15-1 M I I z	 11.81 III/soc
(1. 1,11 MHz
	
4.34 m /soc
4. b66 NI I I z	 6.57 m. soc
Hvm) s	 4.;'05  MI I z	 G.67 111 / I;(.,c
V;ll milli ll d"llo,	4.564 Nlliz	 6.57 m /svc
Newburgh	 4. 563 Nlilz	 6.57 m /soc
TI-Misillittor frequencies of the Lanont-Doherty
Doppler Sounder array rind the rate of change
of plinse path necessary to pi-oduce a Doppler
shift of 0.1 l•z
. 4
C
Newton 0	 t 41•
ORIONAL PAGIA IS 	 420
0	 00 km	 OF pOOR QUALITY
Ner;!X r
IF u)-bout:
ATLANTIC OCEAN
I
750	 749	 7 3'
Figure 1. Locations of Doppler-Sounder Transmitting Stations
and Receiving Station it Palisades, New fork, shown
by solid dots. The open circles show the ionospheric
reflection points.
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APPEND IX I
Reprinted from MoNTnr.X WEATHER REVIEW, Vol, 108, No, 4, June 1980
American Ateteoroioaica) Society
Printed in U. S. A.
Gravity Waves from Thunderstorms
NAMBATH K.BALACHANDRAN
``.*4	 t►10NT111.1' wEATIfPR R F V I F W	 vottisilf108
-Gravity Waves from ,thunderstorms'
NAMHA` 11i K. BALAC'HANDRAN
1.runlr►if-1)olu ► 1v iiculogical Uhs►'n►tforl• , Palisades. NY 1096/
(Mi►nusctipt received 5 October 1979, in final form d February 1900)
AimrRAC T
Gluvity waves generated fay severe I fill ulerstornl8 in the eastern Ohio- I`cnnsylvania iarell were re-
corded by an array of Inicrclbartivat'iogr:wptls Ill i'alislades, New York and by standurd nlicrobarographs
across northeastern United States. The waves were associated Willi the cold mesohigh from the outflow
of the iluauferslortm. Along their path the waves appiuxnlly triggered new thunderstorms. The waves
were observed to propagule Willi the velocity of the wind ,just t►clow the tropopause. The long-disbince
propilgiltioll of the waives is explained by the presence of it duct associated Willi the criticid level (steel •
-ing level), in 11grecillci1t Willi the derivations given by t,indzen and 'I'mig (19761 The duct wax dirce-
linnal and waves were iducill to the west of the generating area. In the generaltit ►g area wavc•CISK
might have been operating. Sharp vertical tenlperillure gradicats associated with The passage of the wiaves
were observed by icmperaltire sensors on a tower.
1. Intnxiuetion
Thunderstorms are known to generate secondary
disturbances in the atmosphere affecting vau•iaus
levels front the ground up to the ionosphere, Davies
and Jones (1971) have reported ionospheric dis-
turbautces produced by severe thunderstorms, "1'hcse
4isturbances are found to tic title to acoustic waves
generated by thunderstorms. Rapid mesospheric
heating over Wallops Island, Virginia during late
summer of 1976 is interpreted by Taylor (1979) its
the result of file dissipation of vertically propagat-
ing gravity waves generated by severe thunder-
storms in the troposphere.
Gravity waves from thunderstorms have been
detected at the ground level by a number of
workers (e.g., Curry and Murty, 1974). The im-
portance of these waves in the troposphere is
that under proper conditions they may intensifY
existing thunderstorms ur excite new ones. This
aspect of tale gravity waves will be investigated
further in this paper.
The exact mechanism of generation of acoustic
and gravity waves by thunderstorms is fin' from
clear, fierce and Corouiti (1966) have proposed
buoyancy oscillations of the cloud tops as one pos-
sible mechanism. A similar mechanism is suggested
by Curry and Murty (1974; who have also presented
ground-level observations of thunderstorm-gen-
I.anlont-Doherty Gcol .►gical Observatory of Columbia Uni-
versity Contributionn No. 2543.
1►027.(X44i8011W*(M-13 S07, 25
0 1980 Americim Meteorological Society
crated gravity waves at London, Ontario. Another
possible mechanism is the instability associated
with strong wind shear, Also, forced waves may
exist duc to intense convection and liberation of
latent heat (Lindzen, 1974; Lindren and Tung, 1976).
The advent of meteorological satellites hats pro-
vided it great boost. to thunderstorm study. Visible
and infrared cloud pictures provide the opportunity
to study the formation, development and dissipation
of thunderstortus along with the generation of
gravity waives and other secondary phenomena
associated with the thunderstorms. Erickson and
Whitney (1973) have provided spectacular pictures
of wave-cloud formations duc to propagating gravity
waves initiated by violent convection associated
with thunderstorms in the southern Great Plains.
Stobie (1975) has presented satellite pictures in
whieh wave clouds acre seen radiating from over..
shooting thunderheads in concentric patterns re-
sembling the wave pattern produced by it pebble
chopped into a calm pond, With the help of satel-
lite film loops 'Thomas c a t al, (1975) have studied
gravity waves generated by thunderstorms and wind
shear and have evaluated the wave parameters.
During the night of 30 June-1 July 1974 eastern
Ohio and Pennsylvania was the scene of severe
thunderstorm activity. National Weather Service:
radar summary maps indicated severe thunder-
storms in the area with tops tip to 58 000 ft (17.7 kilt).
New York City radar detected rapid formation of
new thunderstorms in the area. In this report we
present the study of gravity waves generated by
these thunderstorms.
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2. Experimental setup and procedure
The Atmospheric Science Group of Lamont-
Doherty Geological Observatory operates a four-
element array of U-tube manometer-type micro-
barovariogrnphs at Palisades, New York, about 20
mi (32 km) north of New York City, Details of the
instrument are given by Donn et al. (1963), The
transducer has a flat response for periods in the
range of 0.5-15 min and the resolution for pres-
sure measurements is 5 µb (dyn cm =), The array
geometry is shown in Fig. 1 and each leg is —4 km,
The signals from the pressure transducers are
brought to the central location in the observatory
by means of leased telephone lines and are re-
corded on both paper chart and analogue magnetic
tape, The paper chart recording (at a speed of 3 mm
min ') is utilized for initial visual monitoring and
determining phase differences for those cases for
which the paper charts provide enough accuracy,
When greater accuracy is needed, the signal re-
corded on the magnetic tape is utilized. For deter-
mining the frequency content of the signal we use
the Honeywell SAI-42 analyzer and for determining
the time delay between any pair of signals, we
use the Honeywell SAI-40 cot-relator. The delay
time corresponding to the maximum correlation is
taken as the travel time of the signal between the
two transducers. After the time delays are deter-
mined wave direction and speed are determined
by triangulation, For our four-element array in Fig,
1, wave velocities are computed for the two tri-
angles: Tallman-Tappan-Mellor and Tappan-Mellor-
Lamont, respectively. Only those cases in which
there is good agreement between the velocities
computed across the two separate triangular arrays
are considered for further analysis; we have an
accuracv of about ± 10° for wave direction and
±3 m s"' for wave speed,
3. Observations
The chart of gravity waves recorded on the
Lamont microbarovariograph array during the night
of 30 June— I July 1974 'is shown in Fig. 2. The
wavetrains follow a sharp increase in pressure at
about 2045 EST 30 June. The records indicate an
absence of wave activity prior to this time. The
waves last for about 9 h and the records become
quiet again. The highly coherent nature of the
waves becomes obvious from examination of the
records in Fig, 2. The standard Weather Service
microbarograph at our location recorded a sharp
pressure pulse and is shown in Fig. 3a; this pres-
sure pulse started with a pressure jump of — 2 mb
in 15 min; such pressure jumps have been de-
scribed in detail by Tepper (1950). After the
pressure jump, the pressure remained at the en-
•
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•
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No. I. Multipartite network of Lamont tnierobnrovariographs.
hanced level for about 3 h and then dropped to
slightly below the background level, A much smaller
pressure pulse with amplitude of about I mb and
duration of about an hour followed the larger pulse,
Obviously, the standard microbarograph does not
respond properly to detect the high-frequency
waves shown in Fig. 2; yet the microbarograph
at Lyndon, New Jersey did pick up some waves
at the trail end of the main pulse (Fig. 3b).
The larger pressure pulse is found to correspond
to the well-known mesohigh resulting from the cold
air outflow from the dissipating thunderstorm. The
sharp pressure jump at the beginning of the pulse
corresponded with the boundary of the cold air at
the station. As the pressure jump hit New York
tJty, the surface observation showed a drop of 6°F
in temperature and a rise in pressure of 0.06
inches of mercury (---2 mb) in a few minutes and
the area experienced a thunderstorm and rain
soon after.
Gravity waves shown in Fig, 2 were recorded
after the passage of the boundary of cold air.
Strikingly regular and almost monochromatic waves
were recorded at about 0200 EST 1 July 1974. The
waves followed a second sharp increase in pressure
at about 0100 EST. The spectrum of the complete
gravity wave event is shown in Fig. 4. The most
prominent peaks in the spectrum correspond to
wave periods of 1280, 492 and 290 s, respectively.
The thunderstorm-generated gravity waves thus
consist of a range of frequencies or wavelengths
corresponding to the different scales of motion
associated with the storm itself. Thomas et al.
(1975) have reported a period of 3 h for the gravity
waves radiating from a thunderstorm; the satellite
pictures used by them probably cannot resolve
higher frequency waves. If we combine the large-
amplitude , low-frequency wave (pressure pulse) re-
corded on the standard microbarograph with the
higher frequency, lower amplitude oscillations de-
6RIGINAL PAGE 15
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FIG, 2. Gravity waves from thunderstorms recorded by the Lamont network during the n ight of 30 June-1 July 1974.
Maximum amplitude is --300 µb,
tected by our microbarovariographs, we get the
combined picture of the large -amplitude pressure
jump trailed by lower amplitude high-frequency
waves. The satellite pictures shown by Erickson
and Whitney ( 1973) also present a similar pattern.
It may be pointed out that the pressure pulse
in Fig. 3b shows remarkable similarity to the pres-
sure signature constructed from altimeter settings
corresponding to the mesohigh from an intense
thunderstorm as presented by Purdom (1973).
Microbarogra ,ph records from stations scattered
across the eastern United States were collected
in order to determine the general pattern of propa-
gation of the pressure pulse. A profile of the pres-
sure pulse at various stations is shown in Fig. 5.
It is found that the pressure pulse traveled from
a generally westerly direction with a speed of
—25 m s- I . The remarkable stability in the shape
and amplitude of the waveform over a distance
of -1000 km is worthy of notice. The spikes in
}s ie
z
_
1C
the pressure pulse at Scranton and Harrisburg
(east of Phillipsburg) may be indicative of the
proximity of the source; as the pressure pulse travels
further eastward these -.pikes are smoothed out.
The intense thunderstorm activity over Ohio and
Pennsylvania began at about 1330 EST 30 June
and lasted for about 5 h. As an example, the radar
summary map for 1735 EST (2235 GMT) in Fig. 6
shows a line of severe thunderstorms stretched
across Ohio and Pennsylvania with individual
thunderstorms with tops up to 58 000 ft (17.7 km).
It was noticed that thunderstorms with tops above
50 000 ft (15.2 km) were present continuously
for a period of at least 5 h. The strong gravity
wave activity at our Lamont microbarovariograph
array lasted for about 9 h. In our classification
of gravity waves we include the long-period pres-
sure pulse (mesohigh) as well as the higher fre-
quency oscillations which follow it. We interpret
these gravity waves as having been generated by
14,
FIG,	
1 ^;	 ^.z..x CFO	 ^ ^
, 3. Microbarograph traces showing the pressure pulses detected by standard National Weather
Service type microbarographs at (a) Lamont (pressure in mb) and (b) Newark, (pressure in inches of
mercury). Time scales are EST.
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Which generated the gravity waves.
maximum speed change associated with the waves
is roughly the same as the speed change recorded
at Kennelly Airport. The computed direction of the
orbital wind is 2901' which falls within the range
of direction of the gravity waves determined from
the Lamont microbarovariograph array. Thus, we
can onclude that the waves generated by the
thunderstorm obi,y the impedance relationship for
propagating 6, m p ity waves.
Both the wind speed and direction traces in Fit;.
10 show wavelike undulations. The predominant
period is ° X10 m;tt.
6. Triggering of new convection by gravity waves
The passage of the gravity wave was accom-
panied by thunderstorms. We interpret the wide-
spread convective activity is having beers triggered
by the gravity wave.
It may be argued that the widespread weather
phenomenn ascribed to gravity wave-, from thunder-
storms a!so ma, , be generated by a squall-1ine,
Qold font or upper stir trough. `I'ht° radar °yuninmry
?nap in Via. 6 shows	 lint' of ih!Itide rs'ol"115;
g t'tit'1 _a)ti Itit4" ow r; altttt 1111' dr:r' -' 	 '.`l?1.^c'8'°
n r„T`;!;..
 ;1' r=re 11l' E t' , ,^i	 .t "i<t	 Ts'r.	 .;?tnt`x”	 "!	 :t
least a total period of — 6 h). The radar data show
that to the east of this region new thunderstorms
developed in an isolated fashion and there is no
indication of a traveling squall line. The cold
front passed much later after the passage of the
pressure pulse and its associated weather, The
pressure pulse has the typical shape of the thunder-
storm tnesohigh associated with the cold outflow
(Purdom, 1973). Purdom (1979) has also shown
vividly, with the help of satellite pictures, the
initiation of new convective activity even at large
d istances, by the outflow from dissipating thunder-
storms. The direction of travel and the arrival
times of the pressure pulse alFo indicate the severe
thunderstorms in the Olio-Pennsylvania region as
the source of the gravity wave which initiated
new convective activity generally to the east of
this region.
The tipper air sounding for 1815 EST 30 June for
New fork City (Fig. 11) showed a conditionally
unstable layer below the tropopausc. Conditions
were tllus fa ,,orable for instability to develop if this
loyer is lifter: sufticielak b y .n;,: passing wave.
Thus. the pi aV iO )v.,.- e kill" , q! its g ravel +N as
as,:uwixott wit l ,1gnifc.>Ml _rtn " . ,i y r: :14tiy ltl'. ill
New 1'oik Ott .ritlt	 =hj:harp prv,
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Vlr. 7, Surface weather reap for 0700, EST, 30 June 1974,
sure rise at about 2030 EST 30 ,tune, temperature
dropped by 6°F in less than an hour and thunder-
storms developed, Within an hour New York City
radar reported very heavy thunderstorms with echo
tops up to 30 000 ft, The rain ended at 0145 EST
1 July with a total precipitation of 0,26 inches,.
After a short interval, rain occurred again during
0415_0445 and 0502-0515 EST, This precipitation
seems to be associated with another pressure pulse
of --1 mb which arrived after the main pulse.
The second pressure pulse can be seen clearly on
both the Lamont and Newark microbarograph
records (Fig, 3), This may be an indication of
the oscillating nature of the rainfall corresponding
to the gravity waves; although the insensitivity of
the standard raingauge to such oscillations pre-
vents a more detailed correlation.
The thunderstorm with maximum echo tops, ap-
parently excited by the gravity wave, occurred in
the vicinity of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, as de-
tected by the New 'York City radar at 2230 EST
30 June (Fig, 12), The sharpest pressure jump
arrived at Harrisburg at about 2200. Temperature
dropped by 6°F and the microbarograph record
showed a pressure rise of -"3 mb in less than 1.0
min, Thunderstorms developed in the area with New
York City radar showing maximum echo top at
37 000 ft., at 2230, roughly 30 min after the ar-
rival of the sharpest pressure rise associated with
the gravity waves,
Thunderstorm activity was reported from stations
across the Northeast United States and was ap-
parently associated with the gravity wave, At White
Plains station the observer has marked thunder-
storm activity right on the pressure pulse (on the
microbarograph record) itself. Raingage records at a
number of stations all indicated varying amounts
of precipitation associated with the passage of the
gravity waves. It seems obvious that the gravity
waves triggered thunderstorms during its travel
across the Northeast United States. An atmospheric
layer with the proper distribution of temperature
and humidity can become unstable by the lift pro-
vided by that part of the wave with increasing
pressure and such instability can lead to the de-
velopment of thunderstorms. The upper air sound-
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Flo. s. 500 nth map for• 0700, t:ST, 30 June 1974.
ings discussed in the ;text section indicate that
such conditions did exis4 before the arrival of the
wave (see Figs, I i and 13).
Significant changes in temperature and wind
associated with the passage of the waves were
recorded on two towers on Long Island, one
located at Shoreham on the south share of Long
Island (on Long Island Sound) and the other
almost due east of Shoreham at Jarnesport, a dis-
tance of -,.27 kill. Each tower is instrumented
at three different levels,
Temperature data from the three levels on (he
Shoreham tower are presented in Fig. 14. Tempera-
ture data are given for the 33 ft level and for the
differences (AT) of temperature between this level
and those at 150 and 400 ft. Sudden ch anges in
AT at both 400 ft (AT,) amid 150 ft (, TLO at the time
of incidence of the gravity wave are quite promi-
nent in the figure. It may be observed that be-
fore tine incidence of the wave the traces indicate
constant temperature differences, At .1 150 EST,
when the main pressure pulse hit the tower. the
temperature at 400 ft was lower by VF, whereas
the temperature at 150 ft was hither by 0.41-,
compared to the temperature at 33 ft. 'These oppos-
ing temperature gradient~ are probably an indica-
tion of vertically propagating gravity weaves. Com-
putation of the temperature gradients revealed that
when the highest amplitude pressure wave hit the
'rAHr F 1. Azimuth and phase speed of  group ofgrnvity waves
each roughly centered tit the indicated arrival time during the
night of 30 June I July 1974.
Arrival time Azimuth Speed
WSTI (deg) (tit s	 ')
2.00 251 24
;.(t() 290 2$
0400 260 26
WAX) 271 .5
Shoreham Tower a temperature inversion developed
between the levels of 33 and 150 ft with a gratdlient
of +6.2QC ktta a and a superadiabatic lapse rate
existed between 150 and 400 ft with a temperature
gradient of .-10,2*C km '. The; background, gradient,
before the wave incidence, was a stable —4°C
kill ' for both layers. 'rhe Jamesport tower data
also gave similar results; at the time of the wave
arrival the temperature gradient in the layer between
33 and 200 ft was +8.7°C km`-' and the tempera-
tune gradient in the layer between 200 and 400 ft
was — 18,2°C km '. Thus the temperature data from
the towers seem to show that gravity waves do
generate convectively unstable layers as well as
stable inversion layers in the atmosphere as they
propagate. In our case we have measurements for
only shallow layers, but there is no reason to be-
lieve that such conditions do not exist in deeper
layers. Fig. 14 also shows strong changes in the
temperature gradients later and we may conclude
that these are indications of superadiabatic and
stable temperature gradients associated with the
passage of gravity waves which, according to our
microbarovariograph data, lasted for a number of
hours.
7. Discussion
The propagating pressure pulse from the thunder-
s.torn^ appears to be confined generally to the east
cW the generating area. As can be seen from Fig, 5,
no pressure pulse was recorded at Pittsburgh and
stations to the west of Pittsburgh. It appears that the
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Hu. 9. Anemometer record showing the wino speed shift at the
passage of the gravity waves at JAK, Airport.
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gravity waves from the thunderstorm were confined
to a Sector roughly from northeast to southeast
and propagated to large distances to the east,
Such phenomenal are also evident in the satellite
pictures presented by Stobie (1975) and Erickson
and Whitney (1973); the waves do not usually
spread out in all directions from the thunder-
storm; they fire confined to a certain sector,
indicant ►g a preferred direction of propagation.
In our case this preferred direction seems to be the
direction of wind just below the tropopause. This i.
evident from the upperair data presented below.
The upper air wind and temperature data for
0000 GMT l duly 1974 is presented for both New
Fork City (Fig. 11) and Pittsburgh (Fig, 13). The
temperature and wind structure Eire remarkably
similar for these two stations at a distance of 560
kin, Both soundings indicate that air below the
tropopause level, in general, is conditionally un-
stable at both locations. The most important find-
ing is that the gravity wave propagation velocity
agrees with the wind velocity ,lust below the tropo-
pause, Thus the gravity wave has a critical level
(where the horizontal component of the phase
velocity of the wave is equal to the wind velocity)
just below the tropopause level. The tropopause re,
gion, in general, is a favored region for the
generation of gravity waves because of the strong
wind shear below the tropopause; but in our case
the wind shear is not very significant,
We mentioned two mechanisms for the generation
of gravity wi rs from thunderstorms, buoyancy
oscillation at tine tropopause level anti shear in-
stability of the thunderstorm outflow. There is
difficulty in substantiating buoyancy oscillations as
the source mechanism, the critical level below the
tropopause will prevent the waves from reaching
the ground level. The nondispersive nature of the
waves (all the different frequency components of
the waves are found to be traveling with the
Same phase velocity) also favors to wind-shear
mechanism as the source. Further, since the
waves travel distances of the order of 1000 km with-
out much dissipation, some sort of ducting mecha-
nistn mast be present, The critical layer men-
tioned earlier may provide such a mechanism.
A, shear mechanism is thus a more appropriate
source but, as we have seen, the background wind
does not have sufficient shear to generate the
waves. The only possibility, then, is for strong
shears to be ;present in the thunderstorm outflow.
Unfortunately, the available upper air soundings
are either too early or too late to show the shear
associated with the thunderstorm outflow. We can
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Vio. 13. Upper air data for Pittsburgh for 0000 EST 1 July 1974,
only say that such shear is the most likely mecha-
nism that generated the waves.
Still another mechanism for the generation of
gravity waves is wave-CISK, as proposed by Lind-
zen (1974) and Raymond (1975). Wave forcing
takes place as a result of intense convection and
the release of latent heat, Raymond (1975) sug-
gested that the storm itself takt^^ the form of a
convectively forced internal gravity wave and
moves with the appropriate speed of the gravity
wave, The soundings for Pittsburgh show con-
vectively unstable layers between 850 and 520 mb.
With deep convection and intense precipitation,
conditions are ideal for wave-CISK there, Condi-
tions at New York do not seem to be appropriate
for wave - CISK, The movement of the gravity waves
over large distances, as indicated in Fib. 5, with-
out any significant change in wave amplitude or
-
wave shape, also suggests the presence of a strong
duct for the waves, Lindzen and Tung (1976) have
discussed the conditions necessary for the ducting
of mesoscale gravity waves, The necessary condi-
tions for the ducting require a sufficiently thick
stable layer near the ground tapped by a layer in
which the Richardson's number is less than 0.25
with a critical level (steering level) for the waves
also present in this upper layer. As the New
York soundings show (Fig. 11) these conditions
are satisfied; %ta'ble layer exists up to —450 mb and
above this layer a conditionally unstable layer eA
tends all the way up to the tropopause level with
a critical layer also present, The sounding shown in
I`ig, 1 i does show fluctuations It the dew-point
temperature with height but does not indicate satura-
tion; however, this sounding is a few hours be-
fore the arrival of the wave and at the time when
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Fie. 14, Temperature changes at the 400 (ATI ) and 150 ft levels W) with respect to the temperature at the 33 ft level ( 7) recorded
on the Shoreham tower at the passage of the waves,
the waves arrived the layer probably reached
saturation,
Thus, although the conditions were ideal for wave-
CISK in the western Ohio-Pennsylvania area dur-
ing the night of 30 June-1 July 1974, gravity
waves and thunderstorms observed to the cast of
the region were due to the presence of a strong
directional duct. That explains why the waves were
not observed to the west of this region.
The pressure pulse shown in Fig. 3 may be
thought of as an atmospheric solitary wave (Ab-
dullah, 1955), since the pulse travelled long dis-
tances without any apparent change of shape or
amplitude, Christie et al, (1978) have discussed
solitary waves on a low-level inversion. In the case
of as solitary wave, the amplitude is maintained
because of the balancing effects of frequency and
amplitude dispersion. In our case we have ob-
served that frequency dispersion is absent. On the
other hand, it was pointed out by Abdullah (1955)
that a wave of elevation which propagates with-
out change of shape may be thought of as a long
wave with vertical accelerations, This idea is in
conformity with our observations since vertical
accelerations are necessary for initiating convec-
tion observed along the path of the wave.
A number of q!iestions have been raised with
respect to the initiation of convective activity by
gravity waves. After the publication of the idea that
convective storms may be triggered by pressure
jump lines (Tepper, 1950), it was argued that
such effects will be indistinguiEhable from the
pressure changes associated with the convective
process itself (e .g., see Lilly, 1978). Since then,
Uccellini ( 1977) has presented evidence of gravity
waves initiating conviction and also intensifying
existing convective activity. It was then argued
that if gravity waves initiated convection, then the
convective process will dissipate the gravity waves
(see, e .g., Einaudi et al., 1979); but Einaudi and
Lalas ( 1975) have shown that rather than dissipating
the gravity wave, the latent heat liberated in
the convective process will actually intensify the
waves. In the present paper we have presented
evidence to show that not only do gravity waves
initiate convection, but the waves also go through
virtually unaltered in shape or amplitude to gener-
ate new convective activity in regions with favorable
humidity and temperature distributions. In our case
the original gravity wave was generated by severe
convective activity.
8. Conclusions
Severe thunderstorms generated gravity waves
with wavelengths from a few kilometers to hundreds
of kilometers. Shear instability of the outflow from
the thunderstorm may be the generating mechanism,
The waves were ducted below the tropopause
1.;vel; this duct was effective because of the
presence of a critical level and hence the duct was
highly directional, The gravity waves appeared to
trigger new thunderstorms on their route because the
ambient conditions were appropriate for such trig-
gering by the lift provided by the waves. After
such triggering the waves propagated further with-
out any apparent change in shape or amplitude
indicating that the convective activity initiated
by the waves did not lead to their own dissipation.
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Short-Period Atmospheric Gravity Waves: A Study of Their
Statistical Properties and Source Mechanisms'
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ABSTRACT
Gravity waves for the one year period beginning 19 October 1976 around Palisades, New York, am
investigated to determine their statistical properties and sources, The waves have typical periods of 10 win,
pressure amplitudes of 3 Pa and velocities of ^0 m s''. In general, the largest, amplitude waves occur during
late fall and early winter when the upper tropospheric winds directly overhead are fastest and the static
stability of the lower troposphere is greatest. Mean wave a mplitudes correlate highly with the product of the
mean maximum wind speed and the mean low level stratification directly aloft. A distinct diurnal variation
of wave amplitudes with the largest waves occurring in the predawn flours is also observed as a result of
the increased static stability then,
The majority of waves are generated by shear instability; however, a number of waves are generated by
distant sources such as nuclear detonations or large thunderstorms, The waves with distant sources can be
distinguished on the basis of their generally much higher coherency across the grid and velocities that depart
markedly from the wind velocity at any point in the sounding.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present further find-
ings concerning the nature and behavior of short-pe-
riod atmospheric gravity waves at Palisades, New
York. The waves are measured by sensitive micro-
barographs and have typical periods of 10 min, pres-
sure amplitudes of 3 Pa and phase velocities of 30 m
s '. In previous papers (Gedzelman and Rilling, 1978
hereafter referred to as GR; and Gedzelman and
Donn, 1979) attention was focused upon the dynam-
ical aspects and synoptic associations of the waves.
The emphasis of this study is twofold—first to pro-
vide a more detailed wave climatology and second,
to establish criteria for determining source mecha-
nisms for the waves.. In particular, since it has already
been established by many researchers (see GR and
references contained therein) that most short-period
atmospheric gravity waves are shear generated, we
shall seek those properties that distinguish the waves
produced by other source mechanisms such as distant
thunderstorms. The data base for this study is the one
year period beginning 19 October 1976.
^- 2. Data sources
The data sources are described at length in GR and
Donn et al. (1963a,b). Briefly, they consist of an array
Lamont-Doherty Geological ,>servatory of Columbia Uni-
versity Contribution No. -SM. 8^g5
1983 American Meteorological Society
Al-
of four sensitive microbarographs separated by dis-
.:datces between 2 and 5 km and situated in and
around Palisades, New York. The instn.iments con-
tain slow leaks so that the response begins to fall off
for oscillations with periods greater than 20 min.. For
shorter period''.: the instrument response is nearly flat
so that we obtain a reliable picture of the turbulence
peak at -r30 s and the "knee' in the gravity wave
spectrum at — 10 min (see Herron e[ al., 1969). The
meteorological data come principally from soundings
taken at Fort Totten, Queens, which is situated 25
km SSE of Palisades.
The wave climatology is based principally on data
from Tappan station because it had the least down-
time of all the stations. Unfortunately, beginning
about May 1977 the response of Tappan station be-
gan to diminish with respect to the other stations.
The data have been corrected for this fall-off insofar
as possible, but the values presented may still be
somewhat small for the last three months.
3. Basic observations
Visual inspection of a sample wave record reveals
two distinct phenomena. First, there are very short-
period oscillations (-1 min) that are totally incoher-
ent across the grid and reflect turbulent pressure per-
turbations associated with wind gusts. We obtained
a correlation of 0.85 between the wind speed at Cen-
tral Park, New York and the turbulence amplitudes
at Palisades for the two month period November-
i-
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December 190. Second, there arc` wwill,itions with
Ixriods gencrally greater than 5 min. 'These can usu-
ally lie traced acrcoss the grid although their coherency
is hihhly variable. 1"11ese reflect pressule perturbations
title to atmospheric gravity waves with an adnriOule
of rather small scale pheuonrcna such as ftontai pas-
sages and d ov%libri"m from thundersiornrs.
The piessuic spectrums obtained by  lei ton e7 al.
(1 1169) in their study of one \car of glavity waves
show that ttac`ie is indeed a distinct millimmil of ac-
tivity at periods 1% t_wcen about I and 3 iv in. rhis
enables us to consider higher and lower frequency
os%illations separately. Ilcrcafter, we refer to the os-
cillations with periods less than i mill as turbulc rice
and to the oscillations with periods greater than 3
rain as waves or gravity waves. The various clinra-
tolotical findings of this paper should :also be cont-
pared to the appropriate ones in llerron et aL (1969)
for that isthe only other investigation covering:1 com-
parable period and presenting computable statistics,
Perhaps the dominant feature c0hihited by the
gravity wave records is that the wave amplitudes are
maAcdly larger than average when cxtialropical cy-
clones arcs app ► oaching. `This synototic'assoc ati n was
shown by OR to result horn the concurrence of first,
sltotng winds and low static stability in the mid or
upper tropmphete dilectly overhead (resulting in
shear instability), and second, laigo static stability in
the lower troposphere (resrrltint; in amplification of
the ground-based signals). Although there is appre-
ciable vadomec, the wave speeds and especially di-
I ec^tions match best with the wind velocity at the level
of minimum Richardson number. Not alien arc
eaves encountered \vitae phase velocities that lie out-
side the range of wind velocities somewhere in the
sounding. *rhe shear generated waves tend to decor-
I clate quite rarpidly in most cases (Ilerron et aL, 1969,
llerron and Tolstoy, 1969) and do not travel far from
the region of origin (Donn eat oil., 1973; litxrke and
Hardy, 1975; Cedrelman and Donn, 1979). Finally,
the shear generated waves acre apparently non-dis-
persive; well defined dispersion rclatioons have been
uncovered only for wares c manating from nuclear
detonations ([)inn eat eel., 1963a.b; Balacliandra n,
1968) or other similar causes such as volcanic crup-
tions.
a. Climatological aspects
The ica+tures outlined above; provide insight into
the clirnatologlcal behavior of the waves. One could
then infer annual and even diurnal cycles for the wave
amplitude with the peak activity occurring during the
late fall and carl y winter months when the winds aloft
are strangest and when the static stability of the lower
troposphere is greatest on average. Wavcts should also
be largest around dawn and smallest during mica-ali-
lernoon because of the diurnal variation of strntifa-
cattion.
The annual cycle of wave amplitudes is sil own in
Fig, 1. The peak activity does indeed came from
October through March while there is a distinct lull
from May through August. In Jictron et al. ( 1 969),
wave activity' remained quite high through May bc-
cause, during both April and May 1967, winter cir-
culation patterns prevailed thioughoot the nortlae:rat
with str ang upper troposplretic winds and low surfracc
teuaperatrrres.
The previously obscived association bom-ecrr the
wave amplitudes and the miaatr' frcaatlton and wind vc-
loeity directly aloft receives ovetwhelming confir-
mation front the ecorrclation cooeflicient 0,914 betwecti
the monthly reran wave amplitudes and the piodoct
of the monthly means of maximum wine, speed aloft
and st«,tic stability (e\loresse(I in lei ills ofthe potential
temperature thilerence AO) between 700 nib and the
sutface (see Table 1). This conclntion is significantly
higher than either of' tire partial correlation ,, between
wave .-unplitudes and hind speed aaltoft (0.64) or strat-
ification (0.7:1) ,done, The correlation of monthly
uacans is also much higher than of instantaneous val-
ues (see OR) primarily because at any given instant
it is possible for the waves aloft to be at any stage of
development,
'The dimnaal cycle of wave amplitudes is depicted
in Digs, 2 and 3. The ratios of the 3 h averages of
wave amplitudes d ►u°ing midafternoon to those ,just
bef"orc dawn wire shown for each month in Fig. 2.
These i claate quite closely to the ratios cif stratification
below 700 nib for these sarrac times. Over the entire
p timl the :average ratio of the waive arriplitudes rat
these two tirtrce
 was 0,746, while the equivalent ratio
of the static stabilities was 0.702. Thus it is clear that
the wave: amplitudes arc on average, almost propor-
tional to the low level stratification,
The diurnal cycle of wave amplitudes is shown for
two difTerent months (February and June 1977) in
Trig. 3. The midafternoon minimum -shows up clearly
for both months as sloes the predawn maximum.
llowever, in ,Tune; there is a secondary maximutn
-111. -11T . .r, _t 
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FIG, 1. Monthly mran gravit y wave amplinoitcs, Nair trans tip-
trsent standard des,m6on of monthly mcm, h,rsrd on hour.% , w vc
amplitudes within the given month. The ot's represent a term pro.
tvi-tionnt to the product of the mean maaimmn wind srxrd and
the mean surface to 7trtr mh struiftemion.
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FIG. 3. The hourly mean wave amplitudes during
(a) February 1977, and (b) June 1977.
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TABLE 1. Monthly mean Values of wave amplitude, maximum
wind speed and stratification between 700 mb and the surface.
Stratification	 V..	 Amplitude
Month	 (A80c)	 (m s-t)	 (P)
November 1976 14,9 5813 4.30
December 1811 56.0 5.06
January 1977 17.5 47.5 4.38
February 16.9 51.8 4,13
March 15.7 52.7 3.45
April 14 .5 40.7 3.03
May 13.6 2815 2.29
June 12.5 42,4 2.43
July 14,5 37.4 2.49
August 13,7 33.9 2.80
September 15.2 39,6 2.88
October 16.6 55.8 3.57
around sunset. This results mainly from the contri-
bution to the pressure variance of nearby thunder-
storms.
The turbulent oscillations also exhibit annual and
diurnal cycles. The annual cycle is shown in Fig. 4.
Our instruments are placed in forested locations so
that turbulence amplitudes reflect gustiness levels
within the canopy. Thus, as might be expected, tur-
bulent amplitudes increase dramatically after late
October when the winds increase and the leaves have
fallen. They peak during the winter and begin to de-
crease rapidly during early spring when the winds
decrease and new plant growth begins.
The diurnal cycle of turbulent amplitudes is also
quite dramatic as can be seen in Fig. 5. In each month
there is a distinct maximum in midafternoon while
there is a minimum around dawn. Afternoon am-
phtudes are more than double the morning values for
all months except January through March. Often on
clear days the turbulence can be seen to begin an hour
or two after dawn, increase until midafternoon and
thereafter decrease until it disappears around sunset.
Cross covariances were calculated and used to
compute phase velocities and coherencies of the
waves. Moit of the time thewave amplitudes or co-
herencies were too small to provide meaningful val-
ues. We thus were forced to focus attention on wave
"events" such as the times thaow pressure areasl
to
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FIG. 2. The ratio of monthly mean wave amplitudes for the 3
h period of early afternoon to the 3 h period just prior to dawn.
The X's represent the equivalent ratios of stratification from the
surface to 700 mb.
approach or when thunderstorms are active. We
found, as with Herron et aL (1969) and Herron and
Tolstoy (1969), that the large majority of waves de-
correlate within a wavelength. Indeed, coherencies of
0.90 for record sections of 90 min are extremely un-
usual. For most wave events coherencies vary be-
tween 0.4 and 0.7 and, as with ocean waves, tend to
be higher in the downstream direction than the cross
stream direction. Average coherencies for waves from
a typical extratropical cyclone (17-19 March 1977)
are shown in Fig. 6. It should be mentioned that for
some storms there are packets of highly coherent
waves, but these tend to be exceptional. Even so, such
waves have velocities that generally match closely
v, 2.0
elUN
1.0-'
a
E 0 1 '
a	 Oct N D J F M A M J J A S 0
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FIG. 4. Monthly mean turbulence amplitudes.
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FIG. 5. The hourly mean turbulence amplitudes
during (a) February 1977, and (b) June 1977.
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teorological analysis is necessary to demonstrate an
impulsive source (e.g„ Balachandran, 1980).
The first two criteria are helpful in identifying likely
cases of waves generated by distant sources. Once this
is done it is necessary to locate the source event itself.
We used the following procedure for identifying such
cases. All wave packets satisfying criterion 1 were
identified during the three month period June-Au-
gust 1977. This period was chosen because of the high
incidence of thunderstorms and the low level pf.gmv-
ity wave activity. The wave velocities (and where pos•
sible the coherencies) of the waves were then com-
puted. Finally, the search for an upstream meteoro.
logical event was undertaken.
During the three month period only three unam-
biguous cases satisfying all the criteria were uncov-
ered (see Table 2). This is consistent with the finding
of Curry and Murty (1974) that such events occur
infrequently. All three cases were generated by thun-
derstorms that penetrated well into the stratosphere
(according to radar echoes), and the arrival of wave
packets matched closely with an impulse emanating
from the thunderstorm at the time it approached
maximurn height. A fourth wave event, not from this
period, is included because it came from a nuclear
explosion and therefore from a known impulsive and
distant .source.
On 17 November 1976, waves were recorded from
a nuclear explosion around Lop Nor, China (see Fig.
7). Although the wave period was only 75 s, the waves
had an average coherency of 1).957. The estimates for
wave speed and d irection are 270 m s' and 005%
respectively. The estimate for speed is — 10% low but
this is not serious in view of the close spacing between
the stations and our lack of resolution. The direction,
U
	
ds al	 t1' h th
	 f hwith the winds at the level of minimum Richardson owever, corresnon	 most exac y wlt	 at o t egreat circle route. In any case, both the unusuallynumber so that shear generation is quite likely. high coherency and the fact that the wave velocity
5. Waves generated by distant source mechanisms differed notably from that of background winds
marked this event as one due to a distant event.
Wave events can be unambi niously ascribed to
distant source mechanisms if they satisfy the follow-
ing criteria. The waves must: 1.0 Cold Front
1. Come in a distinct and highly coherent packet, 0.9	 worm Front Passage
2. Have a velocity that differs (and usually ex- 0 t3	 Passage
ceeds) the wind velocity at any height directly aloft, 2. •
3. Be associated with some (preferably impulsive) 0.7
meteorological event that occurred at a time and s	 •place appropriate to the wave arrival, a	 0.6	 •
The first criterion is a result of the impulsive nature
U
0.5-•
of the source (usually 49 explosion or a thunderstorm) 0.4- •
and the fact that since the sourceis remote the co- •
herency is apt to be high as with ocean swell. The 0.3 00	 12	 00
second criterion is not necessary to waves generated
by an impulsive source but is put here to enable one 18 March	 Time (GMT)	 19 March
to easily distinguish such waves from those generated FIG. 6. Average wave coherencies between the grid stations forby shear instability. When the waves travel with a the storm of 17-19 March 1977. Each value is based on a 90 min
velocity that matches the wind velocity, detailed me- sample.
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TABLE 2. Properties of wave events,
velocit^ Height
V/m s") (km)
Distance
Maximum Average Length to source Tropo- Cumulonimbus
Arrival time wave wind from source coherency (km) (km) pause top
1400 17 November 005/270 -- 005/7 0,96 19.4 11000 — —
1530 3 July 300/45,3 340/30.0 295/41,5 20.90 28.8 2210 14.2 18.E
0430 5 July 315/47.1 325/40,0 305/50,9 X0.90 39.0 1490 14.7 19.4
0100 16 July 340/28,5 340/7.5 310/27,8 0181 21.4 535 15.1 19.E
Thunderstorms have long been known to generate
or be triggered by short-period atmospheric gravity
waves ('Pepper, 1950). On occasion these waves ap-
pear to be ducted (Balachandran, 1980) but they may
TALLMAN
JA
TAPPAN
MELLOR
FiG. 7. Gravity wave record from the Chinese nuclear detonation
of 17 November 1976. Phase of signal at Tappan is reversed.
also be freely propagating (Erickson and Whitney,
1973; Curry and Murty, 1974). It is the latter kind
we are concerned with here.
At 0100 GMT of 16 July 1977 a highly coherent
packet of waves crossed the %,Hd ( see Fig. 8). The
waves had a speed of 28.5 m s' 1 from 340°, and the
wavelength was approximately 21.4 km. The average
coherency during a 90 min period was 0.81, a rather
high value and even more impressive when it is con-
sidered that the event lasted only an hour.
The principal distinguishing feature of this event
was the fact that at the time a large upper air high
was situated directly over New York City, and there
were virtually no winds through the troposphere. The
850 and 250 mb charts for this time are shown in
Figs. 9 and 10 respectively. In addition, no nearby
meteorological events that could possibly have trig-
gered gravity waves were observed.
There was severe convective activity taking place
along a line extending from Detroit to Montreal as
can be seen in the satellite photo for 1935 GMT (Fig.
11). An enormous thunderstorm located near To-
ronto penetrated the tropopause around 1800 GMT
and extended upward to 19.8 km by 1935 GMT.
Assuming the waves arriving at Palisades, New York
had traveled at constant velocity they were produced
by the thunderstorm at the time it reached its greatest
height. The wave direction, however, matched more
closely with the orientation of the squall line as a
whole rather than its largest dell (oriented 310° from
Palisades). A satellite film loop provided by NOAA
showed no short-period gravity waves approaching
Palisades but did show a few cloud bands emerging
from the squall line and traveling from 330°. The
wave direction can also possibly be accounted for by
the fact that the wavefront may well have been turned
by the stronger northwest winds located north of the
Catskill Mountains.
One interesting question, to which we do not have
a complete answer, is why so few cases are observed
in view of the large number of thunderstorms that
penetrate the tropopause. Nevertheless, the cases
share several basic characteristics. All three wave
packets came from the northwest quadrant at a time
when the winds aloft did also. At such times wave
activity is typically quite small so that events would
more easily stand out from the background signal. In
L h
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FiG, 8, Gravity wave record of 0100-0300 GMT on 16 July 1977
produced by thunderstorms near Lake Ontario.
FIG, 9, The 850 mb chart for 0000 GMT 16 July 1977
showing wcak winds above Palisades, NY.
F►G. 10, The 250 mb chart for 0000 GMT 16 July 1977. Winds
above Palisades, NY at this level are also quite weak,
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1930
FIG, 11. Satellite photo of 1935 GMT 15 July 1977. Any waves emanating from the squall line would arrive at Palisades from 3400.
1 JL 77 11H 1	 01061  18131 DB5
all cases the thundet:>torms developed quite quickly
and rapidly penetrated well into the stratosphere. In-
deed, it is not all that often that thunderstorms pen-
etrate the tropopause by almost 5 km.
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OF POOR QUALITY	 Acoustic and Electric Signals From Lightning
NAM11AT11t K. BAt,ACIIANDRAN
1.tiniont-Didierty Geological Ohxervatop w, of C olumbta University, Palisades. New York 10964
Observations of infrasound apparently generated by the collapse of the electrostatic field in the
thundercloud. are presented along with electric ilold measurements and high-frequeney thunder signals.
The frecluency of the infrasound pulse is about 1 Hz and amplitude a few nucrobars. The obsorvations seem
to confirm some of the theoretical predictions of WiNon (1920) and Dussler (1973). The signal is predonn-
mood by it phase and seems to be beamed vertically. Calcuhnion of the parameters of the
charged region using the infrasound signal give reasonable values.
INVKODUCIION
Ever since 11'ilson [1920] suggested that low-frequency
sound (of frequency of the order of I Hz) will be emitted when
the charged region in a thundercloud! collapses when it light-
ning occurs, the actual presence of such signals in the acoustic
signature of thunder has been the subject of controversy. Dess-
ler f 19731 made further refinements of Wilson :s theory and
crone to the conclusion that the low-frequeneyacoustic (infra-
sonic) signal will begin its it rarefaction pulse followed by com-
pressional pulse before reaching the equilibrium state. Bohan-
non el al, r1977] and Bahachandran ('19791 reported ob-
servations of infrasonic pulses from thunder, supporting most
of the conclusions of Dexsler 1'19731, but introduced new prob-
lems, one of them being that the signal, in most cases, initiated
as it compression. The work of 13alcachandran f 19791 was also
criticized because of lack of simultaneous electric field and
higher frequency sound measurements, The present paper is an
attempt to present such data and confirm the presence of
infrasonic signals,
Bohannon et at, f 19771 used a,1 array cif microphones located
on the corners of it square of side 40 m and reported infrasouitrS
pulses with a period of 0.5 s. In Balac handran [19791 and tt e
present paper we report infrasound puises with periods up to G
s from microphones separated by distances of the order of a
kilometer. Such large separations arc necessary for the un-
equivocal identification of low-frcqucney acoustic pulses as well
as for remonstrating the nature of vertical propagation of the
signal. IIcre we also report simultaneous measurements of the
electric field to positively identify the source of the signal.
One of the criticisms of the findings of Balajglandran [19791
was that the acoustic measurements were made with the sen-
sors attached to noise-reducing pipes. The noise-reducing pipes
were suspected of distorting the highly impulsive thunder sig-
nals. For these reasons, for the present experiments, the sensors
were taken out of the noise-reduc i ng pipes. In some cases tit,*
sensors operated with no electronic filtering. We also installed
an electric field mill for electric field measurements in associ-
ation with acoustic measurements of thunder,
The simple physical explanation for the low-frequency sound
pulse is that the mutual repulsion between charged rain drops
in the main charged region (negatively charged) leads to it
pressure deficit at the middle of the charged region and that
when the charged region collapses at the time of the lightning
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stroke, this pressure deficit propagates its a rarefaction pulse.
For reasonable values for the dimensions of (he charged region
and the field strength, the duration of this pressure pulse turns
out to be of the Larder of it and amplitude a few micro-
bars (dyes cnt 2).
During the summer of 1980, we operated an array of low-
frequency condenser microphones (with it flat response in the
frequency range of 0.1 30Oiiz) along with an electric field mill.
Occasionally, signals front microphones were subjected
to electronic band puss filtering in order to separate the low.
frequency component of thunder from the higher amplitude
audible part of thunder. This will be explained when the signal
is presented.
In I-igure I is shown the acoustic signal recorded on the 3
microphones of the Lamont array. The top three traces were
generated with the use of electronic filters in the pass band of
0.110 fir, and the fourth trace is from the third microphone
with no electronic filtering (0.1-3W Hz puss band). The strong
audible thunder signature is quite discernable from trace 4,'F"he
locations of the microphones of the array are shown in Figure
2. It is obvious from the first three traces that the signal arrivals
at the three microphones show distinct time differences. After
carefully measuring arrival time differences between each pair
of signals, we calculated the truce velocity of the acoustic im-
pulses across the array. It is found that the signal is propagating
almost horizontally. It may also be noticed that there is no
low-frequency (frequency of the order of I liz) signal present in
the thunder signature. Thus, the acoustic signals in Figure t
indicate that in this particular case when the signals arrive
almost horizontally, no low-frequency signals are present, This
is in agreement with the theoretical deductions of Dessler
[1973], viz., that the infrasonic signals are highly directional in
that the sensor has to be almost directly below the thunder-
cloud to detect them. When the sensors are located away from
directly below the thunderaoud, the infrasonic component is
likely to be absent from the thunder signal
As the thundercloud apparently moved overhead, low.
frequency signals began to appear, The signals shown in Figure
3 clearly show the presence of the low-frequency components.
As before, the first thre-4 traces are, as in Figure 1, electronically
filtered in the pass band of 0.1-10 liz, and the fourth trace
represents the unfiltered signal. The low-frequency component
of a frequency of about I Hz, especially at the beginning of the
signal, is clearly evident on all the traces. The fact that the
infrasonic component is picked up by all the microphones with
separations of about a kilometer from each other (as sh("wn in
Figure 2) shows that it is a real coherent signal and does not
represent turbulence due to wind or any such signal of low
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Fig. 1. Thunder signals from the three inicrophor- of the array, recorded during the storm of June 29. 1 2180. The lop
three signals lw%u been subjected to electronic W,.i ring, in the pass hind of 04 10 11., . The fourth trace. TPSttl), is T118
unfiltered. Time increases from left to right. Increase of pressure is upward on the Ist and 2nd traces and downward on the
3rd acid 4th.
coherency. There ;ire indications that the low-frequency com-
ponent is present at other parts of the signal also. It appears.
front Figure 3. that the high•frcquency audible component of
thunder is riding on top of the low-frequency component and
that low-frequency component is not the result of a modulation
of the amplitude of the high-frequency connponent. The small
time delays betweeti the low-frequency components at the be-
ginning of the signal imply almost vertical propagation indica-
ting an overhead source.
For hater measurements we wer: able to set up an electric
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Fig. 2. Lamont-Doherty microphone army.
field still along with our microphones. The electric field
changes assoi fated with the thunderstorm of July 22, 1980, is
shown in Figure 4. Long period field changes associatcd with
the movement of the thundercloud Its well as sharp field
changes related to the lightning strokes are evident in Figure 4.
The signals front the four elements of our acoustic array along
with the output of the field mill is shown in Figure 5. The
acoustic signals have undergone electronic filtering in the pass
band of 0.1 10 W. It is evident from Figure 5 that coherent
infrasonic signals of frequency of about 1 Utz arrive at about
18 s after the sharp lield-change clue to it lightning stroke, It is
also obvious from Fignrc 5 that the acoustic signals are arriving
almost simultaneously at the three sensors located at `rPN,
COL. and PAL (separated by distances of the order of a kilo-
meter, the exact location being show in Figure 2) and about
0.5 s later at `rvs.'rbis indicates that the location of the source
may be over ,r o 1 'e , t
 three stations and that the signal props-
gates with a i, i -ol ii,.gle to the vertical towards TPS. The signal
has the same amplitude at (he first three locutions, whereas at
the fourth (TPS) location the signal amplitude is reduced ap-
proximately by a factor of 2. Such amplitude reduction may be
tut indication that the TPS sensor may he located at the edge of
the charged region, Dessler [;1978] has shown !fiat the infra-
Sound signal will tend to propagate almost vertically down
below the cloud and that the signal amplitude will decay signiti-
cantly beyond the region directly below the cloud. This raises
the possibility of using infrasound sensors to map the charged
region in a thundercloud. "this again confirms the observations
presented in Figure 3 as well its provides observational ver-
ification for the theory that the infrasound from the clec-
troslatic source is highly directional,
Another example of audible thunder and infrasound: along
with the field mill record indicating the lightning stroke is
,shown in Figure 6. In this case the microphones were operated
without tiny electronic filtering. An infrasound pulse of about
0.5-s duration is easily recognizable at the middle of the thun-
der signal. The infrasound pulse is received approximately 14 s
after the lightning stroke.
The spectrum of one of the acoustic signals in Figure 5, along
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rig. 3. 'Thunder signal« recorded on June 30.1980,showing low-frequency components. Other details are its in f=igure 1.
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with the spectrum of the acoustic background. is presented in
figure 7. ncc background was very quiet both before and after
the arrival tit' the lightnin g associated acoustic.: signal. Within
the 0 1 lit If/. past hand of the system, we notice front 1)Sure 7
that the spectrum indicates .i pcale with nnaxium amplitude at
about 2.5 If/. with the peak with the lowest frequency at about
1 If/. I`lte I -Hz signal is evident in hiSure 5 also,
After halving estabhshe;f that the low-frequency signals detec-
ted by our instruments are indctd associated with lightning
discharges inn thunderstorms, we will now attempt to study the
characteristics of these signals. The infrasound signal from the
thunderstorm, of Judy 22, 1080, presented iii Figure 5 has a
compressional phase in the beginning, followed by the matin
rarefaction phase. The main rarefactioin pulse has a duration of
0.7 s (it frequency of about 1.5 1Ix) with a peak to peak ampli-
tude of abo-A 6 microbars. The most interesting aspect of this
pulse is that it arrives at thu three transducers almost at the
same time. This indicates a signal propagating vertically down-
ward over the array. There are other smaller pulses also in the
signal; their relationship to the lightning discharge requires
further investigation.
Measurement of the signature ol'the infrasound pulse can be
used to calculate the electric field and spatial characteristics of
the charged region, Applying the derivation of Dessler [1973]
to the vertically propagating pulse in Figure 5, we get the
following results.
The thickness d of the disc-shaped charged region is given by
d w CT where T is the period of tine infrasound pulse and C is
the velocity of sound. In the case of the pulse in Figure 5,
T s 0.7 s and with C = 340 in i , d = 238 m. The electric field
strength Ea is given by E 0 2 - (2Ptr,Q), where P is the reduction
of pressure zit the middle of the charged region and co is the
permittivity, For P = 6 dynes cm 2 (0;6 N m 2), Gn is 1.1
x 10 5 V/in, or for the case of infrasonic pulse in Figure 5, the
electric field strength just before breakdown was about 105VJm.
It may be pointed out that this simple calculation involves the
pressure deficit at the center of the charged region and not the
pressure due to the radiated acoustic wave. Since we are meas-
uring the pressure change clue to the radiated acoustic wave,
the actual electric field strength may be larger.
The directionality property of ultrasound pulses from thun-
derstorm was investigated by using the infrasound signals front
the storm of August'7,1976. which provided it large numberiif
infrasound pulses. In'rable x the azimuth and elevation angles
for it series of 12 pulses during the time interval of 0736 0757
F DT on August 27, 1970. are presented. The progression of the
source of the signals front the WSW towards almost overhead
position and then from the opposite direction can clearly be
discerned. The signals have high horizontal ;race velocities
compared to the speed of sound, indicating vertically proptigatt-
ing signals. The highest tingle of incidence of the signal with the
vertical [dust one case) is 41 indicating the vertically beamed
nature of the infrasound signal.
DiscussioN ANP CONCLUSIONS
The evidence of the presetwe of infrasonic signals in thunder-
storms in association with audible thunder signals and electric
field changes presented in this paper seems to indicate the
collapse of the electrostatic Geld as the source of the signal, as
suggested by Wilson [1920] and Dessler [1973]. Our observa-
tions agree in some major aspects with the predictions of Dess-
ler [1973]. The vast majority of the signals are dominated by
rarefaction pulses apparently corresponding to the reduction of
pressure inside a charged region; but some deviation from the
signature of the pressure pulse for a disc-shaped charge distri-
bution given by Dessler is observed. According to this model,
the characteristic signature will begin with a rarefaction fol-
lowed by dt compression. in our case most or the signals begin
with a small compression, followed by ,I rarefaction an--
then it compression (Figure 5). The initial compressional phase
in Figure 5 last for about 0,25 s, Bohannon and Dessler [1981]
postulate that this compressional phase is related to the posi-
tive shielding layer at the base of the thundercloud, The mutual
atieaction between this layer and the main negatively charged
layer above leads to an increase of pressure that is released as a
compressional pulse when lightning occurs. Preliminary calcu.
lations using observed parameters of the charged region are
roughly in agreement with the observed infrasound parameters.
The theoretical radiation pattern of the electrostatic sound
due to the collapse of a rise-shaped and cylindrical charge
b
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I tg 7	 Amplitude spectrum of tine of	 the acoustic signals in F igurc 5
6istrihution has heen developed by Dessler 1 19731, His results
show it well -collimated beam of infrasuund tit hoth cases. and
the sensors have to he almost directly beneath the thunder-
cloud to detect the signal. T his occurs in spite of the fact that
the sound generated is of such low frequency as to cause very
little attenuation. The highly directional nature of the signal is
due to the source that has a nonsphencal volume with a charac-
teristic length longer than the wavelength of the signal radiated.
Our ohseriIations show good agreement with this theoretical
prediction. A vast majority of file Infrasound signak we re-
cer,ed were travelling almost xertically down. and the largest
observed angle of propagation is about 45 with the sertical. It
ma y he feasible to use infrasuund sensors to map the charged
region In a thundercloud.
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